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BUILDING
Skill: 2-Handed Suspended Forward Roll -  
Hand-to-Hand Connection
Novice SELECT Level 3 Building

B.7 Supplies / Aids:
Video/Pictures

Conditioning:

Notes:

Safety:

1 Keep weight and 
resisitance in arms.

Catch fingers forward 
under the arm so the top 
person does not over 
rotate to their chest/
face.

2

Entry

Bases - Starting in a load-in position (review Module B.6 Level 1) holding the Top 
persons feet with their back hands.  Their front hand (looking at their watch) 
supports the top persons hands.
 
Top - Squeezing core and legs like a hang drill.  Place weight in arms and hands 
of bases.
 
Spotter - Hold the ankles in a load-in position (review Module B.6 Level 1).

Middle

Bases - Together, bases dip with their legs. Drive top persons feet above head, locking out their arms above their heads 
to help suspend the forward rool. At the top, release the feet. As the top person forward rolls over the bases front arms 
they reach their back arm for the top persons shoulders / arm pits.  
 
Top - Rides the toss, shifting their weight into their arms and lifting with their hips.  Driving heels over head to create the 
momentum for the forward roll.

Spotter -  Dip with bases, drive the ankles to the top. Hands release/flick at the top to help initiate the forward roll.
 

Exit

Bases - Resist the forward roll slowly settling the top person to the floor.  
Catching under their arm with their fingers forward so the top person does not 
over rotate onto their chest / face. 

Top - Finsh the forward roll by pushing into arms to help slow the downward 
momentum and landing on the floor.
 
Spotter - Grabs the top persons waist and helps settle them to the floor.
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• Pushups
• Squats
• Handstand Taps
• Leg Lifts
• Core


